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Open Science in a nutshell

• A policy priority for the European Commission
• The standard method for working: improves quality, efficiency, responsiveness
• OS helps a rapid sharing of the new results
• OS increases the visibility of the research institutions and the researchers
• OS attracts citizen groups to contribute to innovation process
Sofia University (SU) – a member of the EOSC - Association

• being the host of the RDA Europe4.0 Informs the research organizations, public administrations and the society about the value of the Open DATA (FAIR): Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Re-usable

______________ https://rda.bg
Meet The RDA Europe Nodes Below And Join Their Communities
RDA integration with

• RDA Europe 4.0 & EOSC: EOSC-HUB, EOSC-GOVERNANCE

• RDA Europe 4.0 & CoNOSC (Council for National Open Science Coordination)

• OpenAire & OpenAire - BG
SU: Ambassador of EOSC-A  
(250 members and observers)

A membership in the EOSC-A gives an organization the opportunity to:

- Actively shape the strategic development of the European Open Science Cloud by contributing to the Partnership’s Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda and its Multi-Annual Roadmaps;

- Actively guide the strategy for the EOSC implementation phase by contributing to EOSC-A’s Advisory Groups, Task Forces and Working Groups
SU as a member of the EOSC-A

• Participates in General Assembly meetings with voting rights;
• Gains a voice in relevant policy dialogues and access to policy makers at the European and national levels;
• Showcase the contributions and impact;
• Network with like-minded people and become an ambassador of the Open Science via introduction of alternative metrics and awards
Future of Open Science: turn the stone into owl (Akie Nakata)
Thank you for your attention!
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